MINUTES
Bureau Meeting
FAI Rotorcraft Commission (CIG)

at NH Hotel Collection Grand Sablons
Brussels, Belgium
28th March 2019
Minutes of the  
CIG Bureau Meeting  
held 29th March 2019 at Brussels

Attendance:  
President                 Jacques Berlo      Belgium  
1st Vice President       Irina Grushina    Russia  
2nd Vice President       Marcin Szamborski Poland  
Secretary                Pit Schoeffler    Germany  
Chairman of Rules         David Monks       United Kingdom  
FAI Executive Director    Mary Ann Stevens    Canada  
FAI Sports and Events Director    Markus Haggeney     Germany

The meeting was opened by the CIG President at 14.00 h UTC.

1. German position in helisport  

German Delegate Pit Schöffler explained the German position to step back and to perform own events to remotivate young crews to enter helisport.

2. Agenda of the plenary meeting  

The group discussed the agenda for the following CIG plenary meeting.

3. Usage of Financial Reserve  

Irina proposed to use a part of the financial reserve to sponsor a young crew for one year.

4. Electronic Scoring System  

Several nations are developing and testing Electronic Scoring Systems. It should be continued and for the testing other nations should be involved.

5. Upcoming events  

In 2019 and 2020 there will be 5 stages of HWC. Additional there will National Championships in several countries. All events are entered into the CIG sport calendar.
6. Chief Judge/Chief Scorer

A discussion was raised on Chief Judge and Chief scorer. It was approved by the Bureau that both have to be approved by CIG.

Finally, the Bureau was informed that Eduard Malina is no longer Delegate of the Czech Republic. The new Delegate is Andrzej Migus, the Alternate Delegate is Marok Vastak.

The meeting was closed at 16.30 h.

approved

Pit Schoeffler, 15.04.2019
CIG Secretary

Jacques Berlo
President of CIG